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christian loucq, m.d. chief engagement and strategy officer at pact

Big challenges deserve big, integrated solutions

S

ince joining Pact in April 2015, I have had

We listen to communities express their challenges—not on

the pleasure of visiting almost a third of Pact

one hand or another, but in the same breath because they

countries to witness first-hand the impact of our

are inextricably linked.

work. Like four women I met on a recent trip to Nepal

Our integrated approach reflects their daily realities.

who had started a business selling snacks in the market

Building on our strength in capacity development,

square. Because their materials were expensive, their

Pact’s unique integrated approach tackles the systemic

products were too costly for community members to

issues that keep people poor and marginalized – a lack of

buy. So they went back to their model and adapted.

economic markets for local entrepreneurs, ineffective or

Today, they buy their materials wholesale and have

unresponsive governance structures, and undeveloped

a thriving business selling at a lower price because of

local capacity to deliver necessary goods and services to

support from Pact’s economic empowerment program.

those in need.
By addressing these underlying systemic issues, Pact

Each time I meet community members like the
women in Nepal, I am continually struck by three things:

helps the most vulnerable people live healthier lives,

the distinctive capacity of Pact’s integrated approach

earn a dignified living, and benefit from their natural

to address the challenges facing those most in need,

environment.

the resilience of local communities and organizations,

And best of all, the achievements are more sustainable.

and the dedication of our staff to listening to and

For the hundreds of thousands of women who have

understanding the needs of local communities.
Across the more than 30 countries where Pact works

participated in our award-winning women’s economic
empowerment program – a savings and loan model that

poor and marginalized populations face a host of issues

serves as a platform for introducing other interventions,

that are interconnected. With one issue exacerbating

such as nutrition and maternal and child health – it is a

another, followed by another, people are caught in a cycle

commitment many make for life.
While many people are still debating the merits of

of poverty that seems insurmountable, particularly for
singularly focused, technical programs.
At Pact, we approach these challenges hand-in-hand
with the local communities and those who serve them.

“By addressing
the underlying
systemic
issues, Pact
helps the
most
vulnerable
people live
healthier
lives”

integration, Pact has been implementing an integrated
approach for more than two decades. We see its
benefits. We know what works. On the following pages,
we share how our approach is making an impact. We

Stay informed about the integrated
development approach with all in

SUBSCRIBE

hope that the inaugural issue of Pact’s integrated
approach magazine will stimulate questions and
discussion. We encourage you to reach out to us to
continue those conversations.
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Champions of Democracy

Pact, partners make
history in Ukraine
Pact’s health and livelihoods work has made an
important difference in Ukraine, but without
fair and effective governance, no nation can
thrive. In partnership with the U.S. Agency for
International Development, Pact launched its
UNITER project in 2008 to support local civil
society organizations working to promote
democracy, government accountability and
European integration in Ukraine. Champions
of Democracy looks at Ukraine’s Euromaidan
revolution, post-revolution reform efforts and
the critical role played by Pact’s civil society
partners over the past eight years.
Watch this video on our work
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KIDS

CLUBS
Leveraging
support for
Tanzania’s
vulnerable
children
and their
caretakers

TO VIEW THIS
SLIDESHOW,
PLEASE VISIT THE
INTERACTIVE ISSUE

For children like Honoratha Jacobo, Pamoja Tuwalee and Kids Clubs teach that children
not only have rights but also responsibilities. As she leads her troop in song and
dance, she fulfills her duty to share her new knowledge with others.
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A Pact-supported website gives citizens insight into Belarus’s opaque government finances

following the money
in Belarus
F

or more than 10 years, Pact has been working
with local partners to build a stronger Belarusian
civil society to effectively advocate for social

change by strengthening local civil society organizations
and independent media, fostering civic activism and
increasing the number and effectiveness of people
engaging in society.
Through a unique partnership with the Belarusian
Institute of Public Administration and Reform
Transformation (BIPART), we are increasing citizens’
ability to understand the use of public funds and provision
of services and building the capacity of BIPART to reach
more people through communication and outreach
activities.
In 2013, BIPART, with Pact’s assistance, launched an
interactive online civic education portal to raise fiscal
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literacy among Belarusians, a concern expressed by

site’s information is sourced from information available on

citizens in a nationwide poll. The portal, Kosht Urada,

official Belarus government websites.

provides information on the state budget in accessible,

Citizens can also calculate how much they pay for

easy-to-understand ways for the average person in

state-provided services, how much state services cost

Belarus.

and the amount of money collected that has been spent

The Kosht Urgada site is the
first time that increasing civic
accountability and education
around public spending has been
addressed in the country.

on services. Users can also access easy-to-understand
infographics on all state expenditures and learn how to
use the information to educate themselves and others
and understand the state budget. In addition to online
learning, the project also provides in-person fiscal
literacy trainings in Minsk and the surrounding regions.
This is the first time that increasing civic
accountability and education around public spending
has been addressed in the country. One year after

Using simple, interactive data visualizations and
infographics, users can determine how much of their
workday goes toward their own compensation versus the
The bill: A tally made to resemble a receipt tells visitors to
KhotUrada website exactly where their money went.

launch, 1 in 5 citizens either knew about the site or had
visited it.
By bringing information together and providing the

state. They can even put together their very own state

know-how to use it, Kosht Urada has become a “one-stop”

budget and compare it with the actual budget. All of the

destination for civically engaged Belarusians.
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integrated
development beats
working in silos

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

It recognizes that households and
development challenges are integrated, too.

TO VIEW THIS
ARTICLE, PLEASE
VISIT THE
INTERACTIVE ISSUE

Environmental problems affect food
security and health. When people aren’t
healthy, education and livelihoods suffer.
We need solutions that are equally
intertwined.
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EYES ON THE
ENVIRONMENT
In the Mekong Delta,
capacity development and
governance are brightening
the outlook for the region’s
natural resources
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All five Lower Mekong countries are taking part in MPE’s Regional
Technical Working Group on Environmental Impact Assessment.
The group’s most recent meeting was in Cambodia.
with interventions in the areas of governance and capacity
development. With its holistic tack, much of MPE’s focus
is on creating an environment for sustained success.
This includes strengthening local organizations and
institutions, improving environmental impact assessment,
increasing the public’s access to information, and
building dialogue and platforms for cooperation among
stakeholders across the region, not just within countries.
The project works closely with governments, civil
society and the private sector. Its international NGO
partners include East-West Management Institute,
Internews, Stockholm Environment Institute and Wildlife
Conservation Society.
“We’re not just looking at one barrier to achieving

L

ast summer, at a meeting in
Malaysia, U.S. Secretary of State

John Kerry and the foreign ministers of
each of the five Lower Mekong countries
– Cambodia, Vietnam, Myanmar,
Thailand and Laos – made a joint
declaration. As the region develops,
the leaders agreed, short-term growth
must not come at the expense of longterm sustainability. They pledged to

responsible development,” says Christy Owen, MPE’s
It was an important moment: With the Mekong
projected to receive billions of dollars in new

address all of them by looking at the big picture and

infrastructure in the coming years, in areas including
mining, transportation and energy, experts agree this
is the time to ensure the investments bring lasting
opportunity to the region, not environmental devastation
or hardship for its most vulnerable people.
It also was a moment made possible in part by Pact’s
Mekong Partnership for the Environment project, or MPE,

MYANMAR
LAOS

which helped draft the ministers’ statement and has
been advancing environmentally and socially responsible

THAILAND

development in the Mekong since 2013.
Funded by the U.S. Agency for International

work together to study and mitigate the

Development, MPE owes much of its success so far to its

social and environmental impacts of

integrated approach. By promoting equitable prosperity

development.

director, who is based in Bangkok. “We’re working to

CAMBODIA

VIETNAM

in the region and the sustainable use of natural resources,
MPE is improving people’s lives. But it is doing so mostly
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The news website, Mekong Eye, provides a dedicated platform
for journalists to report on the social and environmental costs of
development in the region.
laying critical groundwork that will have an impact for

and national media outlets began covering the issue.

generations.”
Two and a half years into the project, MPE’s capacity
development efforts are paying off. Among local civil

And MPE recently launched a news website, The
Mekong Eye, for journalism and perspectives about the
social and environmental costs of development.

society organizations MPE has mentored is Development

Another MPE component, its Regional Technical

and Partnership in Action, or DPA, which has begun

Working Group on Environmental Impact Assessment, is

taking important, on-the-ground action in the area

building critical collaboration among stakeholders across

of mining concessions in northeast Cambodia. DPA is

the region. The group, which includes representatives

helping local communities to monitor the exploration

from government and civil society from each of the

of mining project sites and address problems with

five Lower Mekong nations, began meeting last year

companies. After a recent meeting between community
members and Angkor Gold Mining Company, the firm
agreed to create a grievance system for citizens and
allow community representatives to visit the mine.
Another local organization that has benefitted from
MPE’s technical assistance, Vietnam’s PanNature, is now
working directly with Vietnamese companies to help
them develop overseas investment guidelines.
MPE’s local partners are getting crucial
training in areas such as data analysis and strategic
communications, and two organizations are receiving
intensive capacity-development support to prepare them
for direct USAID funding.
MPE also works with local and regional journalists,
providing story grants and reporting field trips as well as
trainings, workshops and networking opportunities to
build their capacity to effectively cover the environment.
A recent MPE-sponsored reporting trip for 11
journalists to the Tak Special Economic Zone in Thailand
yielded more than two dozen stories, some of which
included interviews with local villagers who have
been harmed by the zone. In response, the national
government promised greater fairness for the villagers,
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Local fisherman, like many people in the Mekong Region,
depend on the natural environment to earn their living
and provide for their families.

to draft regional standards on public participation in
environmental impact assessment, or EIA. Already the
group has created a detailed outline for what should be
included.

MPE’S IMPACT BY THE NUMBERS

“We hope to develop a regional guideline that is not

(through March 2016)

only good on paper but really benefits real practice and

102

real cases,” says Suphakij Nuntavorakarn, a working
group member with Thailand’s Healthy Public Policy
Foundation.
MPE is engaging the private sector, too. Pact has

New public information sources

convened more than 55 companies – both project

22,141

proponents and EIA consulting firms – in a series of
dialogues to capture best practices and challenges for
meaningful stakeholder engagement. Framing social and

“We hope to develop a
regional guideline that is not
only good on paper but really
benefits real practice and
real cases”
SUPHAKIJ NUNTAVORAKARN
Working group member, Thailand’s
Healthy Public Policy Foundation.

People with greater access
to information on the social
and environmental effects of
development

environmental stewardship as an important part of risk
management, MPE is encouraging banks to include such
principles in the formulation and finance of investment
projects from the earliest stages.
Another example of MPE’s integrated approach in
action? The foreign ministers’ joint declaration, which
served as a powerful example of international cooperation
in support of the Mekong’s fragile ecosystems and
communities.
With interventions in the areas of governance, capacity
development and business, MPE and its partners are
achieving results across the Mekong that will bolster natural
resource management and people’s livelihoods and health

92

People trained in technical and
organizational capacity areas

22

Local civil society organizations
participating in a regional safeguard
network, with indirect connections to

more than 100

for years to come.
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amplifyii

“

the promise of
impact investing
to help address
critical development
needs is powerful

“

learn more at http://insidengo.org/downloads/amplifyfullreport.pdf

Amplifyii: The INGO Value Proposition for Impact Investing is a joint effort of more than forty
international non-governmental organizations working together to bring the scale, skills, and
resources of the international social sector to amplify the impact of impact investing.
Published by: INGO Impact Investing Network, July 2016
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Anita Kumari
Chaudhary at
her home in
Binauna, Nepal.

In rural Nepal, multi-faceted
Sajhedari Bikaas is weakening
the intractable grip of poverty,
conflict and inequity
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Chaudhary’s life today couldn’t be more different.
Besides goats, she farms and sells poultry and vegetables,
and she’s saving for the future. About a year ago, she
became a member of her ward citizen forum, or WCF, a

O

local public body that represents villagers, advocating to

shade her small plot of land. With a long tool, she clips a

to crops. She also heads a citizens’ committee that is

few leaved branches and carries them to a nearby pen of

monitoring the construction of a village canal to prevent

goats who eagerly munch them down.

flooding, which the government agreed to fund after a

utside a modest mud-brick home in Binauna,

government authorities for funding and other resources.

Nepal, far from any paved road, Anita Kumari

Chaudhary has helped women farmers in her village

Chaudhary is reaching high into the trees that

get free vegetable seeds and a motor for pumping water

Two years ago, Chaudhary, now 32, had no income of

request from Chaudhary’s WCF.
Chaudhary credits her transformation to USAID’s

her own. She and her two children depended entirely on
the small sum her husband made repairing motorbikes.

Sajhedari Bikaas project, which is implemented by Pact

“I just stayed at home and waited for him to do

and combines interventions in the areas of governance,

something for us,” she says. “I didn’t go out or talk to

livelihoods, capacity development and health to

anyone or earn any money.”

holistically improve people’s lives in 12 districts of
Nepal. Sajhedari Bikaas — Nepali for “partnership

The pieces of
Sajhedhari are working
together in support
of a bigger goal.
Collectively, they’re
addressing systemic
issues that none of
them could do alone.”
BASANTA POKHAREL
deputy chief of party

for local development” — relies on Pact’s unique
integrated approach. While the project’s aim is to help
Nepali communities better direct their own, inclusive
development, Sajhedari is taking a broad approach,
tackling a range of problems that historically have stalled

people and ethnic and religious minorities.
But since their adoption, the guidelines have lived

Nepal’s development, including poor governance, poverty,

largely on paper. WCFs, Nepal’s lowest-level public bodies,

conflict and inequity.

were not functioning; in many cases, citizens listed as

“Each piece of Sajhedari is addressing important issues

members didn’t even know it, nor did they understand

by itself,” says Basanta Pokharel, the project’s deputy

what WCFs were supposed to do. The next-highest bodies,

chief of party. “But the pieces are also working together in

village development committees, or VDCs, made up of

support of a bigger goal. Collectively, they’re addressing

government employees, rarely met with communities

systemic issues that none of them could do alone.”

or listened to their needs, even though one of their main

Among Sajhedari’s most central components is its
work to strengthen governance, particularly at the ward
and village levels. To Nepal’s credit, its guidelines for

functions is to allocate funding to villages based on
priorities identified by WCFs.
Sajhedari is using hands-on training, mentorship

local planning and governance – created as the country

and capacity building to help WCFs and VDCs operate

has worked to decentralize power after a 10-year civil

as intended. WCF members now meet regularly and

war that ended in 2006 – are inclusive; they call for direct

understand their role and responsibilities. They’re

participation of communities, including women, young

prioritizing needs, advocating on behalf of their
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communities and obtaining critical funding from VDCs,
which have begun listening to citizens and working with
them to effectively implement development projects.
In some cases, Sajhedari is funding small development
projects directly, such as water pumps and road
improvements, so citizens and local authorities can
practice how to properly select, implement and monitor
such projects.
“Increasingly, we’re seeing the local planning process
working how it’s supposed to – to the benefit of all
members of a community, based on their own demands,”
Pokharel says.
But many other problems have long thwarted Nepal’s
development.
To address both poverty and the marginalization of
women, Sajhedari is using a village-banking model that
Pact has employed in more than a dozen countries. Known
as WORTH, the model brings women together in groups
of 20 to 25 to learn how to save money and start small
businesses. They use the savings to make loans to fellow
members, and with credit and interest earnings, they grow

Villagers in Nepalgunj prime a community irrigation pump, part of a small-scale infrastructure project funded by Sajhedari.

their businesses and launch new ones. WORTH groups
also receive literacy, numeracy and technical training,
such as farming best practices. For many members –

in mid and far western Nepal, where anyone can get

some rarely left the house and had no formal education

help at no cost. Between September 2013 and May 2016,

before WORTH – the knowledge, support, friendship and

the centers registered 12,336 cases, 9,956 of which were

confidence they gain is life-changing.

successfully resolved without intervention from higher-

“I used to not speak out, not to my husband or to
anyone,” says Mina Chaudhary, who joined a WORTH

level authorities.
“We’re making a difference in individuals’ lives, but

COUNTRY:

Nepal

SAJHEDAR
IB
AT A GLAN IKAAS
CE

DURATION:

5 years
FUNDER:

group in Kanchanpur district, near the Indian border, two

there’s more to it than that,” says Sajhedari’s conflict

USAID

years ago. “Now I am active in the community.”

mitigation manager, Geeta Pradhan. “Say you’re in a

OBJECTIVE:

disagreements among ethnic groups, conflict also has long

couple hundred dollars and months to resolve it through

To improve the ability of Nepali communities
to better direct their own development

impeded Nepal’s development. To quell problems before

the courts, or you might turn to violence. Instead, with

they reach extremes, Sajhedari trains volunteer mediators

mediation, now maybe that money is spent on nutrition

GEOGRAPHIC REACH:

who staff more than 100 community mediation centers

or education for your children, and that energy goes to

From domestic violence and land disputes to

land dispute with your neighbor. You might spend a
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and civil society groups, and it is helping the government
to deliver mobile service camps where citizens – especially
those who’ve had little access in the past – can obtain birth
and death certificates, basic health care, disability and
voter registration cards, and other public services.
Sajhedari’s pieces are not only integrated in that they
share a common aim. They also deliberately leverage each
other. Community mediators and WORTH and youth
group members are learning about the local planning
process, getting involved and joining their WCFs. They’re
advocating for their needs and those of their neighbors
and helping to implement and monitor development
projects as Nepali law calls for. VDCs are recognizing the
positive role that young people can play in Nepal’s future
and including them in meetings. Journalists and WORTH

VDC officials meet with community members and local NGOs in Bardiya, Nepal.

leaders are spreading the word about mobile service camps
and community mediation centers.

something productive. We’re building an environment

manager. “When there are strikes, for example, you

where development can happen.”

gather young men to shut down roads, burn tires and

Beyond that, Pradhan says, Sajhedari is helping to

disrupt movement. Widespread unemployment has made

create new community leaders in the mediators it trains.

it easier to exploit them, and unfortunately that’s led to a

Also to help foster a new generation of Nepali leaders,

negative perception of youth. In fact, youth can be very

Sajhedari works with the country’s youth. The project

powerful agents for positive change. They just need the

has formed 115 youth groups with a total of about 1,700

opportunity.”

members in six western districts, providing them with

Sajhedari also includes a media component that

life skills, leadership and vocational training, as well as

spreads the project’s messages through radio broadcasts

training on Nepal’s local-level planning and governance

and builds the capacity of journalists to better cover social

process and how they can get involved. The groups have

issues, marginalized communities, the government, the

taken on causes and projects such as promoting the

services it should provide and how citizens can take an

construction and use of toilets versus open defecation,

active role.
“We’re reporting on these issues much more now, and

reducing domestic violence and child marriage, creating
a study center for students, and helping to repair local

I’m hoping to create a beat just for this,” says one journalist,

roads. Some groups have launched small businesses to

Sabitri Giri, a producer at Krishnasar FM in Nepalgunj.

fund their civic activities.

“More people are talking about these things and asking

“Historically, youth in Nepal have been used by
political parties in negative ways,” explains Srijana

for government services because of what they hear in our
programs.”

Chettri, Sajhedari’s gender equality and social inclusion
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Sabitri Giri, a producer at Krishnasar FM in
Nepalgunj, works on a broadcast.
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Members of Chaudhary’s WORTH group
record deposits during a meeting.
And across all of the project’s components,
Sajhedari’s staff is ensuring that women and members of
marginalized castes and ethnic and religious groups are
included and supported.
“As a project designed for post-conflict Nepal,
we’re weaving inclusion into everything we do,” Chettri
says. “When certain groups are left out – when they’re
not receiving government services or they don’t have
opportunities or a say in decisions that affect them – that
has been a major underlying factor in conflict here.”
Says Pokharel: “For the country to really move
forward, Nepal’s marginalized groups must be heard.”
Anita Kumari Chaudhary, the goat farmer from
Binauna, first became involved with Sajhedari as a
WORTH member. With a loan and training, she expanded
her family’s small garden and started selling rice, corn,
pumpkins and coriander at a roadside stand. Soon she
added poultry and goats, and with her income and
confidence growing, she decided to join her WCF, which
she first learned about at a WORTH meeting.
Today, she is an advocate for her family, her WORTH
group and her neighbors, all of whom are accessing
government resources and services they used to not know
existed.
“We are stronger in many ways,” Chaudhary says. “I
am stronger.”
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A healthy future for mothers
and children

all in
feature
photo
Every child deserves
the chance at a
healthy start. In
Gombe State,
Nigeria, Pact is
helping mothers live
healthier lives, take
care of their children
and provide for
themselves and their
families.
Utilizing Pact’s
award-winning
women’s economic
empowerment model,
mothers are building
a solid foundation for
a better tomorrow.
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Strengthening the evidence base
for integrated development
to remember is that integration isn’t an end; rather, it’s a

Locus plans to answer on its own. Instead the coalition

means for carrying out development that truly works.

hopes others, including implementers, funders and

Although integration is not new and is already

academics will utilize the research agenda to better

happening in countries around the world, there are many

understand integrated programming and how it can help

questions that remain unanswered.

us achieve our ultimate goal of ending poverty.

In an effort to shore up the evidence base for

A

integration development, Locus created a prioritized
lthough it comes with challenges, integration is
essential to international development and holds
vast potential for achieving more sustainable

results, a panel of experts agreed during a wide-ranging
discussion on integrated programming.
The Aug. 30 event, held in Washington D.C., was
organized by the Wilson Center’s Environmental
Change and Security Program and Locus, a coalition
of organizations that seeks to foster a better model for
development that is built on evidence-based integrated,
local solutions. Speakers included representatives

The panelists
agreed that

identifies the key areas of

advocates for the research.”

inquiry that remain.
After examining

While the coalition
plans to undertake

indispensable

member organizations

including a shared

and conducting surveys

research project, to

of development

answer some of the

stakeholders and subject

agenda’s questions, at more than 20 questions, it is much

matter experts, the group

broader than one coalition or organization can address.

as governments,
donors and
implementers
their efforts.

identified four priority

Locus encourages funders, researchers,
policymakers and implementers to tailor and

integrated development:

thoughtfully adapt the questions to their specific
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our integrated development model is built on three
approaches that result in three powerful impacts.
each leveraging the other.
Together, measurably transforming lives.
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